Aug 25th 2016
RiTan Hotel Beijing

Background：
Since the Fifth Plenary Session of the 15th Central Committee of the
Communist Party of China at which the "going global" strategy was
explicitly put forward for the first time, it has become one of the key
strategies of China for promoting the adjustment of economic
structure and the development of export-oriented economy.
After 2003, China's outbound direct investment has entered the
stage of rapid development. In 2015, domestic investors of China
made direct investment in about 6,000 foreign enterprises in over
150 countries and regions around the world; the non-financial
outbound direct investment reached the highest on record, at
USD118.02 billion; Chinese enterprises have paid continuous
attention to the hot regions including the United States, Southeast
Asia, Western Europe and Latin America. There is no doubt that
China will soon become the world's largest economy and one of the
most influential investors. For example, ChemChina acquired about
60% shares of Pirelli in Italy and Syngenta, a agrochemical magnate
in Switzerland, at the prices of EUR4.6 billion and USD46 billion
respectively in 2015 and 2016 successively, refreshing the records on
overseas mergers and acquisitions by Chinese enterprises
respectively.
The Chinese government makes more efforts to "streamline
administration and delegate power to the lower levels" in terms of
cooperation in outbound investment and other national
governments welcome investment from Chinese enterprises with a
more positive attitude, which undoubtedly provides convenience for
and increases confidence of more Chinese enterprises eager to make
outbound overseas.
However, the biggest problem Chinese enterprises are faced with in
terms of "going global" is how to clearly sort out legal investigation
and investment processes of foreign countries and effectively
prevent various legal risks in early, middle and late stages of the
investment to achieve the result of twice the result with half the
effort.
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Sara Marchetta
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Cross-border Investment and China’s “Go Global”
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CUATRECASAS, GONÇALVES PEREIRA-Partner

Speakers：
SARA MARCHETTA
Vice-President of the EU- China Chamber of Commerce, PRC
Chiomenti Studio Legale - Resident Partner, Beijing
PRACTICE AREAS：
Ms. Sara Marchetta specializes in Corporate – Cross Border acquisitions – Technology Transfers.
EXPERIENCES：
Assisted Chinese SOEs and private companies in acquisitions and contracts with Italian Companies
(energy distribution, food and beverage, machinery and components),
assisted Italian clients in their investments into the PRC (energy, machinery, retail, food and
beverage).

Johnny Choi)
DLA Piper Global Law Firm-Partner
Johnny Choi heads DLA Piper’s Employment team in China. He advises Chinese and foreign
multinational clients on employment, remuneration, talent retention/competition and anti-corruption
matters, and has been based in China for almost 10 years.
Johnny has extensive experience in all areas of employment law, including: redundancies, dismissals, HR
reorganisations and transfers, expatriate secondments, employee IP infringements, post-termination
restrictive covenants, privacy, workplace rules, labor unions and social security. He has particular
expertise in cross border employment issues.

Thomas Tang
JunZeJun Law Offices-Partner
Mr. Tang has a great track record with dispute resolutions and commercial arbitration, he has
handled hundreds of arbitration cases serving as either an arbitrator or as a representative for clients.
Mr. Tang is very knowledgeable in IT systems, computer software, and technology services. He has
consulted in many service contracts and negotiated in numerous multi-million dollar IT transactions.
Mr. Tang is also an expert in the field of computer system, cloud, big data, analytics and E-commerce.
Additionally, Mr. Tang is an exceptional adviser in regards to corporate practice and compliance.

Speakers：
Daniel Roules
Squire Patton Boggs (US) LLP Shanghai Office-Managing Partner

Dr. Florian Becker
Noerr LLP Partner
Dr. Florian Becker is based in the Munich office of Noerr LLP. He is co-heading the
Corporate/M&A practice group of Noerr and a specialist in complex transactions and
reorganizations, particularly in special situations. He regularly advises national and
international clients on cross-border M&A transactions in a leading role. He has a strong focus
on the areas of healthcare, IT as well as restructuring. Florian also frequently advises in
Distressed M&A transactions and assists Chinese clients with in-bound investments in Germany.
Samuel.RQ.Jiang
DACHENG LAW OFFICES-Senior Partner

Mr. Jiang has 18 years’ experience in the field of across-border investment and financing and
construction projects, providing legal services regarding legal advice and dispute resolution for
more than 200 across-border investment and construction projects, e.g. Nigeria MJ-ALG doublecircuit transmission line and substation project, the first wind power station (AMADA) in Ethiopia,
Ecuador copper and gold acquisition project, acquisition of Liberia heavy oil power station project,
investing for Mozambique cement plant project, USA Butter Creek wind-power project, South
American gold mine project, Indonesia Kalama hydropower station BOOT project, Myanmar
refinery development project, Middle East airport project, the suspension of payment of 37 Libyan
Bank Guarantees, Guarantee dispute in a Libyan construction project, EP project of cement plant in
Pakistan, arbitration in SIAC for dispute between Chinese SOE and BVI company regarding the
development of wind turbine.
OMAR PUERTAS
Cuatrecasas, Gonçalves Pereira’s Shanghai office Managing Partner
Mr. Puertas has practiced in Barcelona and New York, advising on international transactions. Since
2007, he has been based in Shanghai, mainly handling projects for inbound and outbound
investment in China.
He has ample experience in negotiating and executing joint-venture contracts, in advising on
investment projects in China involving production facilities, public infrastructure, civil engineering
and renewable energies, as well as in mergers and acquisitions. He also has extensive experience in
resolving disputes, particularly in international arbitration.

Register
Aug 25th 2016 9:30-17:30
RITAN Hotel
NO.1 Ritan Road, Beijing
• Please understand that the quota of two participants is reserved for each company due
to limited seats.
• Whether registration is successful or not will be subject to the confirmation letter sent to
you as a reply.
• Please bring your business card while signing in.

